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Schedule
9:00 - 9:20 am  Registration and Breakfast  (20 min)

9:20 - 9:40 am  Overview & Group Introductions (20 min)

9:40 - 10:00 am Warm Up Exercise: Refine Themes & Goals (20 min)
   As a group, we will reflect on themes and goals developed in Workshop 1.  This   
   is a good time to change or just fine-tune some of the ideas from the last    
   workshop.  

   Product: Decisions about major THEMES and GOALS for the natural play area.

10:00 - 10:45 am Exercise 1a: Small Site Programs - Get into Your Animal Mind (45 min)
   First we will get into teams  and choose animals.   Each team will design one or   
   two ‘habitats’ (small areas) within the natural play area.  Brainstorm lists of   
   the activities, needs/materials and characteristics/emotions of your team’s   
   animals, then refine the lists for a play area.  (The Expedition team will also be 
   focusing on the space and movement needs of all animals over the whole site).

   Product: For each area 1) A beginning site program list describing activities,   
   materials and emotions 2) Design ideas.

10:45 - 11:30 am Exercise 1b: Site Visit - Habitats Exploration (45 min)
   Explore the Natural Play Area.  Visit your assigned area with your team and   
   test run your site program list created in exercise 1a.  How will your design work   
   in the real place? Sketch and take photos.  Sketch a design for your area(s). 
   
   Product: For each area 1) Sketches 2) Photos 3) Sketch design.

11:30 - 11:50 am  LUNCH (20 min)     

11:50 - 1:15 pm Exercise 2a: Site Design - Draw Your Habitats (1 hr 25 min)
   Draw a detailed design for each of your team’s habitats.  Label activities,    
   needs/materials, and characteristics/emotions from your list.  Show one or two   
   elements in detail and include section drawings or models to explain your ideas   
   to the group. 
   
   Product: For each area 1) A design plan 2) Sections 3) Design details.

1:15 - 2:15 pm  Exercise 2b: Presentations - Connecting Habitats  (1 hr)
   Choose one or two people to present your designs.  As we go, we will connect   
   the plans by laying them on the floor.  We will discuss each other’s designs and   
   how they might act together to form the overall Natural Play Area.  The    
   Expedition team will begin the discussion and help make connections as we   
   move around everyone’s habitats.
    
   Product: 1) A group Natural Play Area site plan.

2:15 - 2:30 pm  Closing Remarks and Next Steps (15 min)
   

Natural Play Design Workshop 2
July 11th, 2009
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Stepping Stones Program 
Big Theme: Kids playing creatively and enthusiastically in nature!

Why build Natural play Areas?

Oregon SCORP parent and youth survey findings show that Oregon’s children are spending 
considerably less time than their parents did playing outdoors.  Urban, suburban, and even 
rural parents cite safety concerns, disappearing access to natural areas, competition from 
television and computers, more homework and other pressures as the reasons for why their 
children are spending little time in nature.  Research shows that this is leading to negative 
psychological and physical effects on today’s children including obesity, loneliness, depression 
and attention problems. 

Almost all Oregon parents feel it is a priority for their children to spend more time in outdoor 
activities. As a result, greater priority will be given to projects developing innovative Natural
Play Areas which are conducive to youngsters learning about and interacting with nature in 
OPRD recreational grant programs.

Oregon Parks & Recreation Department seeks to create Stepping Stones, a series of Natural
Play Areas found in a range of settings from the urban to the wild, with the goal of increasing 
youth confidence and creativity when interacting with nature. Each Natural Play Area will act 
as a ‘stepping stone’ to gradually build knowledge about the outdoors and to develop a lasting 
affinity for outdoor play.

The first Natural Play Area at Silver Falls State Park will act as a model for future phases that 
will involve the development of Natural Play Areas in a full range of settings from rural towns 
and metropolitan areas to backcountry locations.

Natural Play Areas are outdoor spaces designated for play that are made of natural 
components such as plants, logs, water, sand, mud, boulders, hills and trees. These 
components represent the larger wild environment in a way that feels safe and manageable to 
young visitors and their parents while inviting imaginative and explorative play.

“My best memories of childhood are from walking through the woods with my sister and 
climbing what we then called ‘mountains,’ exploring creeks for hours and looking up at the 
sky from grassy fields. I hope my children and grandchildren are able to enjoy those same 
experiences.”
       
       - M. Lowen, an Oregon parent

Warm Up Exercise: Refine Themes & Goals
As a group, we will reflect on themes and goals developed in Workshop 1.  This is a good time 
to change or just fine-tune some of the ideas from the last workshop.  
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Possible Areas / Components:
 - Tree houses
 - Sky paths
 - Ways of climbing up high
 - Ways of going below ground
 - Views into canyon
 - Separate ‘tot lot’
 - Big kid zone / teen areas
 - Open meadows / grassy pastures
 - Hammocks & benches for resting  
 - Quiet zones 
 - Listening zones
 - Tasting zones (berries)
 - Big group gathering area
 - Amphitheater
 - Water play for tots
 - Water play for big kids
 - Fern forest 
 - Stump stomp 
 - Sound stations 
 - Nighttime area
 - Mud play area

 - Parent shelters
 - Human habitat
 - Fantasy animal habitat
 - Animal habitats
 - Kid-size waterfalls
 - Play houses / animal houses
 - Mazes
 - Zip lines
 - Hilly paths
 - Boardwalks
 - Underground Trails
 - Stepping stones
 - Nurse log house
 - Lily pad floats
 - Building blocks
 - Tree / Rock climbs
 - Hollowed logs for water chutes
 - Dams
 - Tunnels & caves
 - Group games

Silver Falls Natural Play Area
Themes, goals and components developed in Workshop 1:
What can we add / change / remove / affirm?

Themes:
 1) Animals and habitats
 2) Waterfalls and water play
 3) Nature cycles, materials, forms, sounds, tastes, etc.

Design Goals:
 1) Have structured and unstructured play areas (free play areas)
 2) Provide opportunities for active play and for resting and reflection
 3) Engage kids of different ages and levels of ability (ADA, tots, teens)
 4) Connect ‘tame’ areas to progressively ‘wilder,’ more challenging areas
 5) Provide opportunities for skill building to increase confident interaction with nature
 6) Facilitate parents’ supervision of kids’ play areas
 7) Provide a wide spectrum of nature activities, materials and experiences
 8) Reflect the surroundings of the larger park
 9) Use natural materials as often as reasonably possible
 10) Provide opportunities for curiosity, excitement and surprise
 11) Provide space for large groups to gather, and areas for interpretation programs 
 12) Unify design with a series of activity nodes (habitats) connected by paths
 13) Provide a variety of path types 
 14) Consider changes in season and nighttime activities
 15) Consider changes in scale (kid-sized bird nests, tiny climbing trees, etc)
 16) Have separate water play areas for kids of different ages and abilities
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Pulling together all the sketches, ideas, drawings and plans from Workshop 1: 
draft natural play area concept
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Exercise 1a
Small Site Programs 

Get Into Your Animal Mind 
10:00 - 10:45 am Total Time: 45 min

Group Activity:

1. First we will get into teams and choose animals.    (5 min)

Team Activity:

2. Imagine: Close your eyes.  Imagine you are one of your team’s animals.    
 Feel yourself becoming like the animal, growing fur or scales.  Imagine   
 what you would do all day or all night and where you would be.  How do   
 things look around you? How does it feel to move?  How would you like to   
 play if you were the animal?                 (5 min)

3. Brainstorm: Choose one person from your team to write. Write the name of   
 each animal at the top of a notepad.  Have everyone give words to    
 describe each animal.  Include:                                              (10 min)

  -  Each animal’s activities 
  - Objects, materials or places each animal needs / uses
  - Words describing each animal’s characteristics / emotions   
 
4. Make a Play List: Now think of natural play.  How can you use things from   
 the brainstorming list to make a natural play area?  You can add and   
 change things as you need.  Just be sure to describe:           (25 min)

  -  Activities you could do in your play area
  -   Materials you need
  -  Emotions you want to create

5. Bring: Bring your ideas with you for exercise 1b.

Goals: 
 - To begin developing a program and theme for small areas of the park / 
 activity nodes / habitats.
 
Products: 
 1) A brainstorm list for each animal
 2) A draft site program list for each habitat that includes activities,   
     materials, and emotions
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Exercise 1a Example

Brainstorm List:

SALAMANDER

Submerged   Laying on the shore  Slippery
Cool     Moist    Small
Wriggly tail   Rotten logs   Hiding
Eating insects   Mud     Double life
Shallow water   Shade    Slow
Egg-laying    Cautious    Fire legends
Disguise    World-wide   Mysterious
Fallen leaves   Fallen logs    Water caves
Long tails     Grow back tails   New limbs
Quiet    Forest ponds

Play List:

Activity: Being submerged in mud or water
Materials: A mud pond!
Feeling: Moist, cool, messy

Activity: Sliding into the mud pond
Materials: Hollow log slide
Feeling: Slippery, excited

Activity: Climbing out of the mud pond
Materials: Log steps (with a sturdy rail)
Feeling: Cautious, brave

Activity: Getting clean
Materials: Hose-off area like they have at the beach, towels that mom or 
dad brought
Feeling: Safe, clean, tired, satisfied
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Exercise 1a
Site Program 

Get Into Your Animal Mind 
10:00 - 10:45 am Total Time: 45 min

Group Activity:

1. First we will get into teams.       (5 min)

Team Activity:

2. Imagine: Close your eyes.  Imagine yourself in the forest at Silver Falls State   
 Park.  Imagine creatures moving through the forest, in the sky, and in the creeks.  
 Sometimes they cross paths and meet.  Sometimes they pass above or below   
 each other...                         (5 min)

3. Brainstorm: Brainstorm ideas for each of the following:

  - Movement styles for each animal (fast flying bat, lumbering bear)
  - Path types for each animal (shallow streams, wide trails, etc)
  - General characteristics of each animal space and the types of    
    activities that might occur there (deer= large, open space, running)
  - Landscape character as a whole: terrain, creek, meadows
  - Relationship of spaces / habitats                      (10 min)

4. Make a Play List: Now think of natural play.  How can you use things from the 
 brainstorming list to make a natural play area?  Add to and change the list.     
          Try to address:                           (25 min)

  -  Activities nodes and types
  -   Boundaries, entrances & exits
  -  Emotions you want to create
  -  Views & vegetation
  -  Relationship to the larger park
  -  Anything else you can think of...

5. Bring: Bring your ideas with you for exercise 1b.

Goals: 
 - To begin developing a general site program and circulation types for the   
 Natural Play Area
 
Products: 
 1) A brainstorm list
 2) A draft site program list of spaces throughout the Natural Play Area   
 and ideas about how they might relate. 

Expedition Team
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Exercise 1a Example (Expedition Team)

Brainstorm List:

SALAMANDER    BLACK BEAR   WREN

Small      Big     Small
Water     Lumbering    Nests   
Shallow Swimming   Forest    Fast Flying
Slow Walking    Climbing Trees   Underbrush
Partially Submerged   Large Territory   Close to Home

Play List:

Salamander Habitat
Activity & Intended Users: Water play for small children
Materials: Water source (next to stream), place to dry off, place for easy 
parent observation
Connecting Paths: Short, easy trail to main building, shallow stepping stones 
along stream to make loop trail to nearby habitats
Emotions: Wet, safe, curious, small

Black Bear Node
Activity & Intended Users: Yelling, climbing area for big kids
Materials: Large space, big trees, play structures
Connecting Paths: Wide, ‘lumbering’ path, 
Emotions: Free to be loud, excited
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Exercise 1b 
Site Visit

Habitat Exploration

10:45 - 11:30 am       Total Time: 45 min

Team Activity:
 
Note: We will meet outside as a large group.

1. Explore: Go on a walk with your team to explore proposed habitat    
 locations as well as the larger site. 
        
2. Record: Take photos and make sketches of your site.  Take note of any   
 views, vegetation and topography.

3. Test Run:  Imagine the items from your play list in real space.     
 Where would the objects / materials go? Where would the activities occur?   
 Where and how could you create the characteristics / emotions? (Some   
 things might need creative translation, for example you might not know   
 what a ‘roaring zone’ or ‘thick fur area’ is yet, but still try to assign it    
 a place).  Refine your lists by adding things that will make it a good    
 space for play.

4. Sketch: Design plans of your area(s).  

Goals:
- Visit the future Natural Play Area and gain a basic understanding of the   
 views, topography and vegetation of the area.
-  Test run brainstorming ideas from exercise 1a in the actual landscape.

Products:
 1) Photos & sketches of your site(s)
 2) Sketch design plan(s)
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Fallen Log 
Play Tunnels

Shallow Forest Pond & Mud 
Play Area

Wriggly Tail 
Slides

Water Caves

Laying on Shore 
Sunning  Rocks

(Resting & Observation)

Waterfall 
Rinse-off Area

Parent 
Fire-pit

STREAM

“The Mud Wriggle”
A Mud-Based Play Area for Young Children

Exercise 1b Example

Draft design based on Salamander Habitat:
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Salamander 
Habitat

Black Bear Habitat

Wren Habitat
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Mud-Trail with Stepping Stones

Main Entrance

Exit / Connection 
to Canyon Trail

Exercise 1b Example (Expedition Team)

Draft natural play area design:
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Exercise 2a
Site Design 

Draw Your Habitats 

11:50 - 1:15             1 hr 25 min

Team Activity: 

1.  Review: Look at the lists you made in exercise 1a.  Label activities (A), objects/   
 materials (M) and characteristics / emotions (C).  Is there anything you’d like   
 to change or add?                  (5 min)

 2.  Discuss: Who will be the primary visitors to each habitat, what kind of play  will   
 occur, what is the hoped for emotional response, how will visitors enter and exit,   
 how will they move around the habitat, and how will they interact with each other.  
                   (10 min)  

3. Draft Sketch: Draw a rough plan of each habitat that everyone can agree on.  
 Include activities, materials and objects from your lists.          (10 min)

4.  Draw Final:  For each habitat draw:              (60 min)
  
  a. Design plan (1:10 scale). Include:
   - An entrance and an exit to the habitat area
   - A name for each habitat.  
   - Label the activities, materials and emotions throughout the plan

  b. Section drawings to show changes in grade (1:10 or 1:20 scale)

  c. A few design details (any scale or style)

5.  Label: Be sure to label everything on your drawings.

Goals:
- Generate habitat designs
- Design details for play components in each habitat

Products:
 1) A design of each habitat area at 1:10 scale
 2) Section drawings for each habitat area at 1:10 or 1:20 scale
 3) Design detail drawings
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Exercise 2a
Site Design 

Draw Your Habitats 
11:50 - 1:15             1 hr 25 min

Team Activity: 

1.  Review: Look at the lists you made in exercise 1a.  Label activities (A), objects/   
 materials (M) and characteristics / emotions (C).  Is there anything you’d like   
 to change or add?                  (5 min)

2.  Discuss: Discuss who will be the primary visitors to the play area, the hoped for   
 emotional response as visitors move from habitat to habitat, how visitors will   
 enter and exit, how they will move around the play area, what they will do and   
 how they will interact with each other.                (10 min)  

3. Draft Sketch: Draw a rough plan of the habitat that everyone can agree on.    
 Choose at least 3 words from EACH category on your list and find ways to   
 include them in your design.  Do this for all of your team’s habitats.          (10 min)

4.  Draw Final:  For each habitat:               (60 min)
  
  a. Design plan (1:50 scale).  Include:
   - An entrance and an exit to the habitat area
   - At least 3 activities, materials and animal characteristics from the   
   list in exercise 1a.  Label these on your plan.
   - Trail Names.  Use a combination of words from exercise 1a list or   
   come up with something new.
  
  b. Section drawings to show changes in grade (1:10 or 1:20 scale)

  c. A few design details showing boundary, entrances, paths, etc.
  (any scale or style)

5.  Label: Be sure to label everything on your drawings.

Goals:
- Generate overall natural play area design.
- Design some details.

Products:
 1) A design of each habitat area at 1:50 scale
 2) Section drawings for each habitat area at 1:10 or 1:20 scale
 3) Design detail drawings

Expedition Team
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AutoCAD samples

People at 1:10 scale

AutoCAD samples

People at 1:20 scale People at 1:50 scale

AutoCAD samples
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S. Edgar David - Elementary School Rain Garden

From City of Kingston, Ontario

EXAMPLE SECTIONS
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EXAMPLE PLAN
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EXAMPLE DETAILS:
Albury Children’s Botanic 
Garden, Australia
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Exercise 2b
Presentations 

Connecting Habitats 

1:15 - 2:15                      1 hr
 
Group Activity:

1.  Choose Presenters: Choose one or two people to present your designs. 

2. Connect: Place your habitats in relation to other team’s habitats.  We will use the   
 floor so we have enough space.              (10 min)

3. Present:  Present your designs to the group.  Talk about:          (~ 7 min/group)
  - Your team’s designs in general
  - Who the intended users are for each area
  - Where the users enter and exit 
  - The activities they might do there

4. Ask questions and make suggestions:  Contribute your ideas - what do you like   
 or what can you improve in yours and others’ designs?

* The Expedition team will begin the discussion and help make connections as we move 
around everyone’s habitats.
  

Goals:
- Bring designs together
- Make the designs cohesive

Products:
 1) An overall design plan!
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Some Ideas from Workshop 1:

Individual play nodes connected by paths Natural materials used to 
build play structures

Insects, birds and animals of Silver Falls State Park

Water play and waterfalls
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Multi-sensory play

Natural materials that show process and change in the environment

Combined mix of materials, play elements

Changes is scale to feel big or feel small and see things in a different way

More Ideas from Workshop 1:
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These plans included ways of getting up high, streams, open 
areas, trees, areas for crawling, climbing, hiding, water play, 
building forts, a ‘home base’ for toilets, resting, parking

Plan Ideas from Workshop 1:
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Activities 
WHAT DO YOU REMEMBER ABOUT NATURAL PLAY?

Sliding:
Down hills 
In winter 
In summer 
Down slides 
Water 
Metal
Wood

Hiking:
Up mountains 
In forests 
In fields 
Through rivers 
Through deserts 
In canyons 
To peaks 

Walking:
Along streams 
Under bridges 
On bridges 
Through trees 
Through tunnels 
In fields 

Hiding:
In leaves 
In logs 
Behind trees 
Between rocks 
In shrubs 
Under tall grasses 

Making:
Wreaths 
Daisy chains 
Mud pies 
Feather and leaf boats 
Miniature dams in shallow streams 

Running:
On trails 
Through fields 
In water 
Through trees 
On roads 
Up hills 

Swinging:
On swings 
Rope
Tire
Plastic
Wood

Balancing:
On beams 
On logs 
On rope 
On boards 
On pillars 

Digging:
In dirt 
In sand 
With shovels 
With hands 

Voice:
Loudly for an audience 
Quietly to oneself 
Singing
Camp songs 

Knowing:
How to set up a tent 
What kind of animal it is 
What kind of plant it is 

Building:
Fortresses with rocks and tree limbs 
Fires 
Rafts
Traps

Touching:
Fuzzy flower buds 
Rough tree bark 
Sand
Mud
Water 

Seeing: 
From high above 
In close detail 
The nighttime sky 
A deer in the woods 

Boating:
Canoeing
Rafting
Kayaking 

Swimming:
In a lake 
In the ocean 
In a deep river pool 

Camping:
In a tent 
Under the stars 
In a vehicle 

Tasting:
Sour Oxalis 
Sweet berries 
Salty sweat 

Throwing (and catching): 
Stones
Sticks
Balls

Playing:
Capture-the-flag 
Skipping stones 
Sharing

Jumping:
Over waves 
Over logs 

Pushing:
Swings
Water 
Pulling
Rope

Cooking:
On a fire 
In an oven 
With a barbeque 

Seeking:
Friends who are hiding 
Frogs in ponds 
Insects under stones 

Other:
Adventure play 
Archery 
Ball games 
Bicycle games 
CATCHING!
DARING!
DISCOVERING! 

EATING!
Fishing
HIDING!
Horse riding 
IMAGINING! 
LISTENING! 
MAKING! 
Napping
Picnicking

PLAYING ALL DAY! 
Rest and Quiet play 
Sand Play 
SMELLING! 
Stargazing
WATCHING!
Water play 
Wildlife viewing 
Winter play 
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MATERIAL & FORM: 
HOW DO WE MAKE NATURAL PLAY AREAS? 

Exploratory topography: 
Mounds  
Curves 
Pits 
Berms 
Stone walls 
Sand pits 
Water courses 
Mud areas 
Natural amphitheaters 

Variety of spaces: 
Trellises 
Low walls 
Bridges 
Willow fencing 
Changes in level 
Changes in plants 
Playgrounds on water 

Small pieces: 
Blocks 
Wooden boxes  
Tree cookies 
Fabric 
Shovel
Magnifying glass 
Journals 
Guidebooks 
Compass 

Things to show change: 
Rain collection ponds 
Rain gauges 
Shadow-play 
Sundials 

Malleable & loose materials: 
Sand
Water 
Leaves 
Clay 

Places for first-hand 
interaction:
Butterfly observation areas 
Frog ponds 
Birdhouses 
Nature paths 

Physical challenges: 
Balance beams 
Logs 
Ropes 
Climbing areas 
Trails 
Digging areas 
Boulders 
Log steps 
Crawl-through log 

Resting spots: 
Gazebos 
Pergolas 
Arbors
Shade tents 
Benches 
Grassy areas 
Tables 

Outdoor art: 
Wall murals 
Play sculpture 
Sound gardens 
Land sculptures 
Vegetation sculptures 
Fountains 
Children’s art 

Plantings:
Wild areas 
Native plants 
Wildlife attracting plants 
Design with nature 
Shade
Focal points 

Opportunities for 
performance: 
Rain sticks 
Marimba
Bongo
Akambira 
Dancing scarves 
Acting stages 

Climbing:
Up rocks 
Under logs 
Up hills and mountains 
On boulders 
Up trees 
On ropes 
Up ladders 

Opportunities to learn / 
teach: 
Amphitheaters 
Interpretation signs 
Experimentation stations 
Educational trails 

Other: 
Unprogrammed spaces 
Live animals 
Different abilities 
Places for children to rest 
Separate activities for older 
children and younger children 

Make up your own… 
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Emotions 
HOW DO KIDS FEEL PLAYING OUTSIDE? 

CREATIVE

- "Spontaneous invention and change make for true play and sound child 
development" (Albinson 20). 

INDEPENDENT 

- "Play is what children do when their time is not being organized by adults…It is a 
time when children control and manipulate their world into imagined environments" 
(Albinson 18). 

CONFIDENT 

- "Mastering physical challenges at their own pace will help children feel a sense of 
accomplishment and self-worth that carries over into other aspects of learning" 
(www.arborday.org) 

- “Natural playgrounds made with natural play elements, mirror natural world 
experiences that help children - and young adults - constantly discover new things 
about themselves and the world around them through experimentation, observation, 
problem-solving, and manipulation.” 
(www.naturalplaygrounds.com/resources_article_why-encourage-natural-pla) 

PROUD

- “attachment to the land is not only good for the child, but good for the land as well.” 
(Louv, 157.) 

IN WONDER 

- “Children live through their sense.  Sensory experiences link the child’s exterior world 
with their interior, hidden, affective world…freedom to explore the outdoor 
environment is essential for healthy development.”  (Louv, 65) 

INTELLIGENT 

- “The core of the naturalist intellect is the human ability to recognize plants, animals 
and other parts of the natural environment.” (Louv, 71.) 

- “Any natural place contains an infinite reservoir of information, and therefore the 
potential for inexhaustible new discoveries.” (Louv, 67.) 

JOYFUL 
- “enthralling pleasures of building wigwams in the woods, gathering hickory nuts and 

apples, hunting frogs, haying and harvesting, and scampering barefoot down long, 
leafy lanes…”(Louv, 150.)


